Daily Life in Ancient China

Directions: Read each question carefully and fill in the blank with the correct answer.

1. In ancient times, a large population of China was ________________.

2. Farmers had to work for the ________________ for approximately one month per year.

3. A food staple for the poor people of ancient China was ________________.

4. Rich people lived in large ________________ and were fond of their ________________.

5. Poor people lived in ________________, and their furniture was simple ________________.

6. The ________________ was celebrated every year to ensure a good harvest.

7. China was a ________________ dominating society. The ________________ ruled over the ________________ and ________________.

8. Only ________________ were allowed to go to school.

9. ________________ is the practice of binding girls' feet to prevent them from growing because small feet were considered attractive.

10. Daily life of women was filled with taking care of the ________________ and the ________________.
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Daily Life in Ancient China

Directions: Read each question carefully and fill in the blank with the correct answer.

1. In ancient times, a large population of China was farmers.

2. Farmers had to work for the government for approximately one month per year.

3. A food staple for the poor people of ancient China was rice.

4. Rich people lived in large wooden houses and were fond of their gardens.

5. Poor people lived in huts, and their furniture was simple wooden benches.

6. The Spring Festival was celebrated every year to ensure a good harvest.

7. China was a male dominating society. The father ruled over the wife and children.

8. Only boys were allowed to go to school.

9. Lotus Feet is the practice of binding girls’ feet to prevent them from growing because small feet were considered attractive.

10. Daily life of women was filled with taking care of the home and the children.